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S ometimes the worlds of live and studio 
sound have similar needs; sometimes they 
don’t. Live obviously requires more robust 
kit, but there are other profound differences. 

While you can record a live performance from the 
PA mixer with a multitrack or a DAW, neither is 
engineered specifically for the task. The UK£1,740 (+ 
VAT) JoeCo BBR1 BlackBox Recorder is.

Designed to do one job as painlessly as possible, 
this 24-track recorder with an external USB hard 
drive is intended to work with mixing console channel 
inserts. (Alternatively, it can, of course, be fed from 
group outputs.)

A shallow 1U rackmount houses dedicated 
processing, I-O, and the user interface. Power is a 
wall-wart (ho hum) and there is no power switch or 
cable retention (yet).

Recording can be as simple as switching the unit on, 
waiting a few seconds while it discovers the external 
drive, and hitting Record. When you press Stop to 
terminate the recording there is a housekeeping pause 
while the open files are closed and then you’re good 
to go again. Stop requires pressing for a couple of 
seconds to prevent accidents. Pressing Record while 
recording places a Marker in the file — to delineate 
song boundaries, for example.

Menu navigation is simple and intuitive using 
the data wheel, Menu, and Back buttons. For record 
arming you have the choice of All or any track with 
a tick next to it in the menu. Tracks are ticked with 
the Menu button. The tracks can be given meaningful 
names using an external keyboard. Track names can 
be copied from the current song, cleared, or appended 
to a song when its name is edited.

The front panel is unusual in several ways. On the 
left, 24 LED meters dominate; although there are only 
three LEDs per bargraph, they get brighter as the signal 
level gets louder and the red LED can be set to hold 
on overs. A further bi-colour LED flashes red when 
the track is armed, goes solid red when recording, and 
when green indicates tracks available for playback. 
Also in this panel are indicator LEDs for Disk Activity 
and Playback Lockout. In the middle the JoeCo logo is 
backlit softly in blue. Adjacent to this is an iPod-style 
touch-sensitive data wheel with blue LEDs around the 
periphery that revolve clockwise when the transport is 
running. Transport controls and the Back, Mark, Loop 

and Menu buttons are touch sensitive and backlit. The 
clear and lucid display is a QVGA LCD and one of the 
nicest small screens I’ve seen.

When the BBR1 is powered on it checks folder 
dates against the internal clock. A new folder is 
created for the first recording on any given day and 
all subsequent recordings are kept in the same folder 
until the unit is powered off. (In the event of power 
failure the most you should lose is a couple of seconds 
at the end of the recording.)

Recordings are made in BWAV format at 44.1kHz, 
48kHz, 88.2kHz or 96kHz, 16- or 24-bit. BWAV files 
can be timecode stamped with the time of the first 
sample in the file and this can help when resyncing 
the files in postproduction. Timecode can be derived 
from an LTC or MTC source or from the built-in real-
time clock. While transport control and track arming 
can be accomplished via open loop MMC and Sony 
9-pin (P2 protocol) commands, it’s worth noting 
that the BBR1 does not chase timecode or lock to 
it. A single three-pole jack is used for LTC input and 
a footswitch duplicates the Record button (ring is 
footswitch and tip LTC in.)

On the back panel, using the cables supplied, three 
25-pin D-subs connect to unbalanced TRS insert 
jacks on the mixer with eight channels of I-O per 
loom. There are further D-sub blanks for alternative 
I-O configurations. Channels 17-24 also have their 
outputs available on eight TRS loops through insert 
jacks. Since the BBR1 uses the console channel 
inserts, these enable the use of external effects that 
would normally be inserted into console channels. A 
single USB2 A socket connects to the external drive 
of your choice. Two phonos provide for Word clock 
I-O. The single PS2 socket is for a PC keyboard for 
labelling purposes. MIDI in, a 9-pin D-sub (Sony 
P2 protocol) and a TRS jack for timecode in and 
footswitch make up the control section, and a further 
1/4-inch jack for headphones.

The headphone output produces a rough mix with 
every odd numbered track on the left channel and 
every even numbered track on the right channel. 
Volume is adjusted with the data wheel, except when 
in the Menu. Pressing the Back button with the data 
wheel allows monitoring of individual track pairs 
or All. To prevent things getting out of hand, while 
allowing quiet signals to be monitored, the headphone 

output goes through an automatic gain control.
Thanks to the use of console inserts, the BBR1 is 

a natural for virtual sound-checking, and it is easy to 
set up a playback loop in a song. (Playback Lockout 
can spare you the embarrassment of accidentally 
initiating playback during a performance.)

Hard disk requirements are modest. For 24 tracks 
of 24-bit/96kHz the maximum data rate is less than 
60Mbits/s. This is a fraction of USB2 bandwidth and 
well within the capabilities of most 7200rpm drives, 
although data sticks may struggle and should be 
tested before purchase. If you want more tracks, up 
to four units can be daisy chained and controlled from 
the first unit’s front panel.

A great deal of thought has gone into the BlackBox. 
For example, it might be assumed that eSATA or 
FireWire drive interfaces would be desirable. So they 
might, but if you run out of disk capacity while on 
tour in the boondocks there is far more chance of 
finding a suitable USB2 drive in the local drugstore 
than any other flavour. The same thinking has been 
applied to the disk format. FAT32 might seem ‘old 
hat’ but it is a lingua franca between Macs and PCs 
and, as JoeCo points out, it’s also the format chosen 
for the AES31 digital interchange standard. Files are 
limited to a maximum of 4Gb in size with 1Gb and 
2Gb optional. 2Gb gives the widest compatibility. 
Recordings can be longer than these maxima; the 
BlackBox simply closes one file and opens a new one 
when the limit is reached.

As a simple and very pretty way of making 
live recordings without the overheads involved  
in workstations or multitracks the BlackBox has  
no rivals. n

PRos Truly innovative user interface; excellent 
targeting; sounds good.

wall wart won’t be to everyone’s liking; 
no power cable retention (possibly 
available on later production units); 
housekeeping at end of recording can 
take a while.

Forthcoming versions will cater for 
balanced analogue and digital audio in 
aes and aDaT Toslink flavours; can be 
optionally equipped with four-pin XLR 
power input to suit location recordist 
requirements.
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JoeCo BBR1 BlackBox
ROB JAMES bridges the recording gap between live and studio sound with a little help 
from a dedicated performance recorder that needs no encores.




